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EDITORIAL

The Un-Color Christ?

Many people have created a Christ "in our
own image," as Frank Pack points out in
an article in this issue. But the practice of
fashioning a Christ who suits our taste and
values is, perhaps , more widespread than we
suspect.
The first question ever asked of me in my
academic career was a surprising and disarming one: "What color was Jesus ' hair? "
The question was more serious than I
thought at first. The student was an art
major who had seen many pictures of the
"Pale Galilean ," a fair-skinned man with
light hair and blue eyes. But this student
had engaged in enough seriou s study of the
New Testament to determine that Jesus was
a Jew-a fact which did not correspond to
the artistic representations.
Now the March issue of Ebon y carries a
feature by Alex Poinsett entitled , "The
Quest for a Black Christ. " The writer notes
the concern of the black minister , Albert
Cleage of Detroit , to demonstrate that Jesus
was non-white . Cleage does not mean to
say, "Let's pretend that Jesus was black ,"
but that Jesus was a Jew , and ther efore he
was non-white (i.e. , "black ," in Cleage's
terminology).
A storm of controversy surrounds Mr.
Cleage and his ideas, as the Ebon y article
notes , but his basic point is worth pondering. Even an "all-men Christ " ( see R. C.
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Wells' article in this issue) may still be perceived in the mind 's eye as a white Christ
who condescends to love all men-yes , even
the black and yellow and red. Perhaps we
white Anglo-Saxons would do well to be
reminded that we have no special claim on
the Christ , neither in terms of color or race.
Perhaps we need to be reminded of Paul's
words to those Gentiles at Rome that to
the Jews belong many privileges and prerogatives and that "of their race , according
to the flesh, is the Christ " (Romans 9: 5) .
And to those Gentiles Paul issued this
warning , "Do not become proud , but stand
in awe" (Romans 11 : 20). If anyone has a
special claim on the Christ , it is the Jews.
We Gentiles have gotten in on the promised
blessings solely by the grace of God-as a
part of God's great integration of all men
in Christ.
Historically speaking , we can not say
what shade of color was the skin of Jesus ,
but we can be sure that the traditional "Pale
Galilean " is an instance of special pleading.
If we whites have the audacity to depict
Christ according to our color , we have no
right to be up set when he is depicted as
black. Recent Bible school literatur e now
includes black and yellow and red childr en,
but still with a white Christ. Maybe it's
time for a non-whit e Christ. Or would that
be for us too much of a stumbling block?
-RBW
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A STUMBLING

BLOCK

AND

FOOLISHNESS?

Christ Crucified:
The Power of God
RAY F. CHESTER

What mental picture comes on the screen
of your imagination when you hear the
word "power " ? Is it an atomic bomb with
mushroom clouds? A rocket being launched
from Cape Kennedy and hurtling through
space? Is it great machinery turning out
products? Is it the authority of kings or the
reign of law? Regardless of the image the
word "power" calls up, I feel certain that
Paul challenges us to rethink our ideas of
power as he points to the naked body of
the crucified Jesus and says, "Christ crucified . . . the power of God."
This was Paul 's message , though it was
a stumbling block to the Jew and foolishness to the Greek. The "Jews ask for signs,
and Greeks seek after wisdom; but we
preach Christ crucified, unto Jews a stumbling block, and unto Gentiles foolishness;
but unto them that are called , both Jews and
Greeks, Christ the power of God and the
wisdom of God."
The "word of the cross" was a stumbling
block to the Jews for at least two reasons.
It was incredible to them that one whose
life ended on a cross could be the Son of
God. It was written in their own scriptures ,
"a hanged man is accursed by God." Also ,
the Jews looked for the golden age to

bring shattering and startling events. About
the time of Paul, there were a host of false
Messiahs who attracted a ready following
because of their spectacular claims. In
A.D. 45 , Theudas persuaded thousands to
abandon their homes and follow him out
to the Jordan, promising that at his word
the Jordan would divide and he would lead
them across. In 54 , a man from Egypt
arrived in Jerusalem claiming to be the
Prophet. He persuaded thirty thousand to
follow him to the Mount of Olives by promising that at his word the walls of Jerusalem
would fall down. This was the kind of thing
that the Jews were looking for. But, in
Jesus , they saw one who deliberately
avoided the spectacular , one who was
among men as one who served and one
who ended on a cross. It seemed impossible
to them he could be the Chosen of God.
The message of the cross was foolishness
to the Greeks for at least two reasons. To
Greeks the first idea of God was that he
was apatheia. That word means more than
"apathy"; it means total inability to feel.
They felt that if God could feel joy or sorrow or grief, then some man had moved
him , and that would make man greater than
God. They went on to argue that God is

RAY F . CHESTER is a mini ster of th e Brent wood Chur ch of Chri st, Austin , Texas, and is th e Man aging Editor of M1ss10
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incapable of feeling so that none may affect
him . A God who suffered was to the ,Gr eek
a contradiction. The incarnation was revolting to them. In addition , the Gr eek sought
wisdom. Originally the word "sophist "
meant a wise man in a good sense; but it
came to mean a man with a clever mind
and a cunning tongue , a mental acrobat.
They became much more concerned with
how they said a thing than what they said.
They were intoxicated with fine words. The
Christian preache with his message of the
cross seemed crude ana unculture a, to be
ridiculed and scorned ; rather than to be
heard.

...

the ability to achieve purpose

In that kind of world , Paul had the audacity
to preach Christ crucified. He had a great
faith that this message would make its way
and would bring to nought the wisdom of
the wise. Can we have the same audacity?
Our world is filled with Jews and Greeks
who find the preaching of Christ offensive.
Do we dare to believe that there is power
in the cross?
How can this which looks so weak be
powerful? Wherein is the power? H. H.
Farmer in his book , Things Not Seen , says
that "power ts the ability to achieve purpose ." If one has the ability to achieve his
purpose , he has all power. If one does not
have the ability to achieve his purpose , he
is lacking in power-even
though he has
a million horsepower of force at his disposal or the greatest army ever assembled
under his command. For example , the bull
is a powerful animal to pull a plow ( at least
in the East) ; but to preserve delicate antiques in a china shop , it is not so powerful
at all. · The slender fingers of a frail woman
would be more powerful to do that. The
locomotive is a powerful engine to pull a
train; but , to teach a child arithmetic , it
would be powerless. A gun is a powerful
instrument to kill an enemy; but , to make
a friend of an enemy , it would be utterly
APRIL 1969

weak. Power is the ability to achieve purpose.
Since power is the ability to achieve purpose, we will have to und erstand something
of the purpose of God to understand the
ower of God. His purpos e is to establish
his reign among men. His purpose is to
have men accept a position of sonship in
his family by the exercise of their will. He
wants us to live as his sons and daughters
and as brothers and sisters of one another.
He wants to re-establish the fellowship which
was broken by sin. He wants us to serve
him as persons , not as puppets , as men , not
as machines. He gives us freedom to choose .
He had to make us with the ability to say
"no" in order that we might say "yes." His
purpose is to win men 's hearts ; his kingdom
is nothing if it is not within.
Force is ruled out as a weapon in spiritual
war are. Force is not power ; it is weakness. The Kremlin may force Czechoslovakia to accept Soviet rule at the point of
a gun, but they dare not turn their backs
or withdraw their guns. If their purpose is
to win men's hearts so that they choose the
Communist system by the exercise of their
wills, then this method is utter failure. If
force is ruled out as a means of achieving
God's purpose , the only method that remains is to love-to love so passionately , so
utterly , that even the most brutal and seemingly triumphant violence of sin leaves
love still unchanged , except in the increasing agony of its disappointed desire to bless
and redeem.

. . . conquering

by love

This love is spoken of by Paul in Romans
5: 8: "But God shows his love for us in
that while we were yet sinners Christ died
for us." John also speaks of it: "God so
loved the world that he gave his only Son,
that whoever believes in him should not
perish but have eternal life." It is this love
and its ability to achieve God 's purpose that
Paul speaks of when he says, "Christ cruci[293} 5

...

power is the ability

and the purpose

to achieve purpose,

of God is to win men's hearts.

The means of accomplishing

this is by love-love

fied . . . the power of God. "
Is it possible? Can love really conquer?
To the Jews sin had to be crushed by ruthless force. To Greeks it was to be rationalized into a limbo of disguised good . Who
would ever dream of conquering by love?
But how else can one conquer?
How can one rear a child so that he develops into useful manhood? One can
neither reason nor beat goodness into a child.
This is not to say that reason has no place
or that discipline is ruled out. However , the
only way it can be done is by love. Love
is reasonable , and love disciplines ; but there
is no substitute for love. Love must be
above and beneath and around and through
all that is done with and for the child if the
results are to be desirable.
There was a young woman who stayed
with her husband in spite of pleas from her
family and her neighbors. "I know ," she
said , "he is no good the way he is, but
maybe , if I keep on loving him, he'll be
what I know he can be. " Love is the
mightiest power there is to change people.
It might be surprising to know that even
Napoleon supported the idea that love is
powerful. In his younger days , he said ,
"God is on the side of the biggest battalions." But having grown older and wiser ,
he said : "Caesar , Charlemagne and I have
founded empires. Upon what were they
founded? Upon force , and they have
crumbled into dust. Jesus Christ alone
founded an empire upon love, and there
are millions today who do him honor."

. . . power to draw
Let us see where we have come and where
we go from here. We have said that power
is the ability to achieve purpose , and the
purpose of God is to win men's hearts. The
6 [294]

on a cross.

means of accomplishing this is by lovelove on a cross. This love has power to
draw men , to reconcile men to each other
and to transform men.
Jesus said, " If I be lifted up from the
earth , I will draw a11 men unto me ( John
12: 32). The unadorned story of the cross
has a unique power to draw men. When the
Christian missionaries came to the court of
Clovis, the king of the Franks , they told
the simple story of the cross. As the old
king listened , his hand went to the hilt of
his sword. His eyes flashed fire as he said,
"If I and my Franks had been there , we
would have stormed Calvary and rescued
him from his enemies. They would not have
crucified my Lord." Although this is not
the Christian response , it shows something
of the drawing power of the "word of the
cross."
How does the cross draw men? In reality ,
it seems like weakness , a helpless man
dying at the hands of his enemies. If he
wanted to display his power , why did he
not do it in some spectacular way? Sin had
done its worst. It had beaten him , bruised
him, battered him , murdered him. What
more can it do? Nothing more. "You cannot defeat defeat ," states H. H. Farmer.
What more can Jesus do? He can keep on
loving. This is a kind of strength that
amazes. Let men take every advantage of
the seeming weakness of love; but let it still
remain love, and in the end they will have
to break down in its presence or spend their
lives in running away from it. Love that
continues to love can haunt the mind and
the conscience ever after. Christ can meet
them in their thoughts where no army can
drive him out. He can lay hold on them in
those moments whenever sin and selfishness let down their guard and confront
them with the picture of one who prayed.
MISSION

"Father, forgive them for they know not
what they do." He can get into the citadel
of their being and find hidden allies. there
which will betray them into remorse and
send them out seeking God and falling on
their knees before him praying, "God be
merciful to me a sinner. " Yes, Paul is right
as he points to the naked body of Jesus on
the cross and says, "Christ crucified .
the power of God. "
A few years ago a woman wrote to
"Dear Abby " saying that her husband had
spent a lost week-end with another woman.
She was asking what she should do. Abby
replied that she should . forgive him , really
forgive him and let him know by her actions that she forgave him. She said, "It
will drive him crazy." This , in a small way,
illustrates the power of the love of God
manifested on the cross .

as necessary as the police may be. Court
decisions cannot accomplish this, as necessary as they may be. It can be accomplished
only as each is drawn by the love shown in
the cross into a relationship with God which
makes him share the same kind of love
toward his fellows.

. . . power to transform

The cross has transforming power. Paul
says that Christ crucified is the power of
God "unto those who are being saved. " We
are in process-the process of being transformed. Have you ever seen a young lady
transformed by the power of love? She may
be pretty enough , but when she discovers
she is in love, she becomes radiant. The
early disciples were transformed by the
power of suffering love. Most were from
the common walks of life. Many were
slaves. They lacked learning , prestige and
. . . power to reconcile
money , but they transformed the world.
The cross has power to reconcile men to They brought to nought the mighty. The
each other. Jesus said, "I will draw all men things men depended on failed. The Roman
unto me ." This was said when some Greeks Empire came to an end; Plato's Academy
came seeking him. He wanted his disciples finally closed; the great library at Alexanand all present to know that his death on dria was burned; the legions were scattered;
the cross was going to be the means of the schools of the Stoics and the Epicureans
reconciling differences between Jew and faded out. But the little "called out ," reGreek and of attracting men of every na- demptive fellowship continued. It turned
tion , tribe and tongue to him.
the world upside down . Two little girls were
Paul marvefed at the fact that Christ arguing about which was the last book in
had made peace between Jew and Gentile the Bible. One was heard to say, "Barbara ,
by the blood of his cross.
the Bible does not end in Timothy , it ends
For he is our peace , who has made us in Revolutions. " History has validated this
both one , and has broken down the divid- truth unwittingly spoken.
ing wall of hostility , by abolishing in _his
As the atom's power is unleashed by an
flesh the law of commandments and ordi- invasion from without , so a new energy
nances , that he might create in ,Qimself was released in their lives by an outside
one new man in place of the two, so invasion . ~he cross gave men a new view
making peace , and might reconcile us of themselves. Those who had no respect
both to God in one body through the from others can have the respect for themcross , thereby bringing the hostility to an selves as one for whom Chri_st died. Those
who didn't matter to others now realize
end (Ephesians 2: 13-16).
Where is there any power comparable to that they matter to God. This love enabled
this? What power can reconcile men steeped them to open their lives to the spirit of
in the deepest racial prejudice? Police with God , and they transcended themselves.
The cross has the power to transform
tear gas and mace cannot accomplish this ,
APRIL
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our lives also. There was a man who had
been a reprobate and a drunkard who was
captured by Christ. His associates at work
tried to shake him. They said, "Surely a
sensible man like you cannot believe in the
miracles the Bible tells about . You cannot ,
for instance , believe that this Jesus of yours
turned water into wine."
"Whether he turned water into wine or
not, " said the man , "I do not know; but in
my own house I have seen him turn beer
into furniture. "
We get some idea of how the transformation takes place from Paul's statement to
the Corinthians. "But we all, with unveiled
face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of
the Lord , are transformed into the same
image from glory to glory . . . " ( 2 Corinthians 3: 18). If we take up the cross daily ,
look at him , live with him, walk and think
as he did, it takes hold of us so that "transformed" is the only word to describe it.
Nathaniel Hawthorne uses this theme for
his famous Great Stone Face. He tells the
story of the little village in the White Mountains of New England which had the tradition that some day there would come a
man from among them that would lead
them into great prosperity and success. He
would be a man that would look like the

great stone face on the side of the mountain. Various men came-first , a wealthy
man. Initially they thought he looked like
the great stone face, but upon closer examination their hopes faded. Then there was
a great military man and later a statesman.
Again and again the villagers were disappointed. Finally , the story reaches its climax
as Hawthorne tells of the little boy named
Ernest who had grown up in the valley, who
day after day had looked on the great stone
face. He had dreamed of some great one
who would come , but instead of the great
one coming , the great one was made by
looking on the stone face . When a man
looks on the ideal of Christ long enough ,
he begins to look like Christ in the way he
thinks and the way he speaks and the way
he goes about life.
No wonder Paul could say to Rome, a
city drunk with power , "I am not ashamed
of the gospel ... for it is the power of God
unto salvation. " No wonder he said, "Far
be it from me to glory, save in the cross of
Jesus Christ my Lord . .. . " Although the
word of the cross is foolishness to the perishing, to us it is the power of God. We
preach Christ crucified-the wisdom of God
and the power of God-because the foolishness of God is wiser than men and the
weakness of God is stronger than men. m

My God, I love thee; not because I hope for heaven thereby ,
Nor yet for fear that loving not I might forever die.
But for that Thou didst all mankind upon the cross embrace ;
For us didst bear the nails and spear and manifold disgrace.
And griefs and torments numberless and sweat of agony;
E'en death itself; and all for man who was thine enemy.
Then why, 0 blessed 'Jesus Christ, should I not love thee well,
Not for the sake of winning heaven , nor any fear of hell;
Not with the hope of gaining aught, not seeking a reward;
But as thyself hast loved me, 0 ever-loving Lord!
E'en so I love thee, and will love, and in thy praise will sing,
Solely because thou art my God and my eternal King.
-F.
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Xavier (trs. by E. Caswall)
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A CALL

TO

ARMS

God's Revolutionaries
JAMES

0.

As a revolutionary, God demands that His
people be revolutionists.
We are living in a revolutionary age. All
around us we see signs of revolution in all
areas of life. We are passing through a social
revolution , a population revolution , a moral
revolution and , to some extent , a religious
revolution. The revolutionary spirit has
caught our young people , and , unless we
channel this spirit in the right direction , we
may well experience devastating consequences.
God 's dealings with man throughout history have caused revolutions. The very act
of creation itself was a revolution. Heaven
reached out beyond itself and established a
new order of things . The earth was created
in revolution. As the waters separated and
dry land appeared , changes began taking
place on the face of the earth. A revolutionary concept among the heavenly beings was
announced when God said: "Let us make
man in our image, after our likeness."
Perhaps this is why it is the nature of
man to be revolutionary. Since God created
man in his image and since God is a revolutionary God , it is only natural for man to
exhibit a revolutionary spirit.
When man ceased to function as God
desired , another revolution occurred upon
JAME S 0 . WHITFIELD
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the earth. God cursed the ground . Thorns
and thistles came forth. And man had to
toil for his food.
A revolution took place in the life of
Abraham when God told him to leave his
country and his kindred and journey to a
strange land. Moses became the leader of
a revolution which eventually led to the
Exodus. Other leaders of God's people ,
especially the prophets , were first class
revolutionists. God told Moses that he
would raise up another prophet, another
"revolutionist ," who would speak to the
people all that God commanded him.

...

turning the world upside down

This new prophet was indeed a revolutionist. He himself said that he had come not
to bring peace , but a sword. He revolutionized man 's thinking concerning the world
and man 's relationship to the world. The
followers of such a revolutionist could not
help but become revolutionists themselves.
Peter delivered a revolutionary sermon
on the day of Pentecost. On that day three
thousand were added to the revolution. As
the revolution spread , more and more became involved. One of the most outspoken
of these revolutionists was the Apostle Paul.

is a member of th e Chur ch of Chri st in Berkley, California .
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The Jews in Thessalonica charged Paul and
his company with being "men who have
turned the world upside down " (Acts 17 :
6). Th e Berkeley version renders this:
"These
world-revolutionists
have come
here , too. "
l wonder how many Christians today
could be called "world-revolutionists"?
We
should be upsetting the world, turning the
world upside down. Theodore P. Ferris
sounds forth the call of our revolution:
Let the leaders of the church go out to
upset the world. Upset its lethargic complacency; upset its social and economic
status quo ,· upset its conscience; upset its
scientifically prejudiced mind; upset its
moral indifference; upset its smug selfsatisfaction. 1

. . . hopeful

signs

What is the church doing now to revolutionize the world? Some hopeful signs are
beginning to appear. In foreign missions a
new emphasis is being placed upon planning , preparation and training. The use of
young people in mission work is being explored in such projects as the "Prince of
Peace Corps" and the "Faith Corps." The
sending of large groups such as "Operation
'68" to Brazil is another revolutionary idea ,
as well as the work of World Radio. David
Gatewood talks about the "Revolutionary
Mission " in an opening article of Contact,
a magazine which exhibits revolutionary
concepts in Christian journalism.
We can also see revolutionary ideas developing in home missions. Exodus move-

ments are spreading. Consideration is being
given to the problems of the inner city.
Campus evangelism is bringing the gospel
to the students of our nation. The theme of
the first International Campus Evangelism
Seminar in Dallas was "Solution: Revolution. " The purpos e of this seminar was to
"cause ... a revolution . . . in our thinking
about taking the gospel to the campus." :!
The second seminar this past December
maintained this revolutionary spirit. Other
activities such as "Operation Doorbell" and
statewide campaigns also demonstrate our
revolutionary thinking.
Yes , there are many signs of revolutionary activity. But the revolution has only
begun . Much , much more yet needs to be
done. Dwain Evans sounds the call for all
Christians to join the revolution :
Let us all-man , woman boy , girl-get
off the defensive and get on the offensive.
Let us declare war on sin and Satan. Let
us take up the sword of the Spirit and
aggressively march for Jesus Christ ,
trusting in Him to give us the victory. ::
We are talking about a revolutionary
church with a revolutionary message in a
revolutionary age. There is no room for
those who just want to ride along. We
either must jump in and fight or get out.
The call of Christ is a call to arms. Put on
the whole armor of God . Join the revolution!
m
1

:!
:i

Th e Int erpreter's Bible , vol. 9, pp. 228f .
Christian Chronicl e, Oct. 7, 1966, p. 1.
Conta ct, Fall , 1966, p. 5.

"True religion , in great part , consists in the affections .. . . for who will deny that true
religion consists in a great measure , in vigorous and lively actings of the inclinations and
will of the soul or the fervent exercises of the heart? That religion which God requires
and will accept , does not consist in weak , dull , and lifeless wishes , raising us but a little
above a state of indifference. God , in his word , greatly insists upon it, that we be in good
earnest fervent in spirit and our hearts vigorously engaged in religion .. . "
Jonathan Edward
On Religious Affections
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THE

UPSIDE

DOWN

WORLD

Veiled Violence
ROOSEVELT

Violence is inconsistent with the spirit of
Christ who said, "Therefore , whatsoever ye
would that men should do unto you , do ye
even so to them " ( Matthew 7: 12).
Violence is contrary to the life of Christ
who "went about doing good" (Acts 10:
30).
Violence violates the commandments of
Christ who said, "Blessed are the peacemakers " (Matthew 5:9).
Violence ignores the divine injunction ,
"Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he
also reap " ( Galatians 6: 7).
But this human menace of violence exists,
threatening the stability of society and infringing on the personal rights of others.
Christians should be opposed to all violence-be
it the violence of assassination,
riots , looting , burning , mugging or rape and
the sinister, silent, veiled violence which
breeds and nourishes the erupting violence
now penetrating and destroying our civilization and making personal happiness impossible for everyone.
As followers of the Christ , our concern
is the total good · of man. In implementing
the principles of our Savior in daily life,
Christians are to cover the total spectrum
of immediate and ultimate good, from rat
extermination to racial integration, from

C. WELLS

derelict rehabilitation to nutritional rejuvenation , from educational illiteracy to ethical
enlightenment, from social stability to spiritual sanctification, from godlessness to godliness and from sacrificing personal extras
for public essentials. You and I must live
our lives continuously reflecting the divine
coalition of opportunity and obligation as
expressed by Paul in Galatians 6: 10: "As
we have therefore opportunity , let us do
good unto all men , especially unto those
who are of the household of faith."
Veiled violence is responsible for turning
the land of the free and the home of the
brave into the land of tyranny and the home
of oppression and exploitation for black
people. White men know temporary violence; black men know permanent violence.
White men are concerned about losing their
lives, but black men are still struggling to
find their lives. White men dread the thought
of losing their businesses , their possessions
and their property. Black men realize that
for most of them such things are confined
to fantasy-land. The white man is periodically introduced to overt violence , but the
black man is permanently intimidated by
veiled violence , the destructiveness of which
cannot be tabulated in terms of dollars but
only in terms of dehumanization .

ROOSEVELT C. WELLS is a mini ster of th e Harl em Chur ch of Chri st in
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gh ettoism ...

segr eg ation

,

Thi s veiled violence un succes fully endeav or s to shield th ree of her handm aids- the
vio lence of ghetto ism , th e vio lence of segrega tion and th e violence of hopeless ness.
Th e veiled violence of ghett o ism is found
among Am ericans who by birth happ en to
be born black and wh o are herded int o
ra cist rese rva tion s- th e ghettos- where th ey
are merciless ly bea ten with the whip s of
econ omic ex torti o n ( " th e poo r pay mo re"),
stra ngled with th e cord s of edu ca tio nal
illiteracy , murd ere d by th e bull ets of cultu ra l depri va tion and buri ed in th e to mb s
of ghetto isolatio n. Th en th ey are to ld th at
th ey are living in th e " land of o pportunit y"
- at which point th ey a re too infuri ated to
retaliate or eve n to as k, " F or who m?" A
H arlem wom an recently told me, " Am erica
is a jok e. Th ere is no Am eric a. Th ere could
have bee n , but it became th e prop erty of
th e wron g peopl e." Th e silent , veiled violenc e of confin ement ca refully places th e
iron bars of tot al immobilit y around th e
bl ack man's int erests, ambition s and activities and demand s total submi ssion and unrestrict ed depend ency of tho se destin ed to
live in th e dil apid ated , ra t-inf ested swea t
bo xes of th e ghetto.
Seg regation is viol enc e . It is mor e viol ent
th an dea th , for it confin es man to a living
dea th . Segregation is mor e viol ent th an
phy sical tortur e, for it is ment al stra in ,
emotion al agony and soci al humili ation ,
drivin g a m an into slow insanity or bendin g
him into tot al submi ssion or compl ete conformity. Th e seg rega ted person has no will ,
no wish, no desir e, no person . Seg rega tion
is mor e viol ent th an war, alth ough it is war.
It is war on dignity , war on individu ality ,
war on fr eedom , war on ambition , war on
self-worth , war on equ al opportunity.
A H arlemit e in my block as ked last week ,
"Wh at do es Whit ey ex pect? W e tri ed to be
whit e-th at was not accept ed. W e clea ned
up , washed up , educ ated up , cultur ed up
and dr esse d up-th at was not accepted . W e
went to th e court s and came out with a
12 [ 300 }

dec ision th at was no t acce pted . We stage d
sit-in s, lie- ins, march -ins and camp-in sand th at was no t accepted . We have hea rd
th e cries o f Martin Luth er King and M alco lm X and Medga r Ev ers-a nd th eir cri es
we re no t acce pted. So now we strik e with
riots, bo mb s, killings and anythin g th at will
wo rk ." I as ked him , if thi s do es work.
would it not prov e disas trou s to a ll? H e
simpl y answe red , " I don 't kn ow, but th e
pas t pro ves th at wa itin g sur e won 't work. ''
Th e black man has arriv ed at th e point
of Patrick H enr y, fireb ra nd o f th e Am eric an
R evo lution , who se wo rd s ech o o ut of th e
di stant pas t,
Is life so dea r, o r pea ce so swee t as to be
purch ase d at the pric e of ch ains and
slavery? . . . A s for me, give me liberty
o r give me dea th.
Con sequ ently , many black s have conclud ed
th at it is bett er to die for ch ange than to
live for compl acency.

...

the all-men Christ

Chri st, if accepted unr ese rvedly , is th e
answer to all ty pes of vio lence . Not a whit e
C hri st of th e ra cist, not a black Chri st of
the Mu slim , but th e all-m en Chri st of th e
Bibl e who came to redeem all men , sayin g,
" And I, if I be lifted up from th e earth , will
d ra w all men unto me" ( John 12 : 32 ).
It is difficult , how ever, for th e bl ack m an
to see an a ll-m en Chri st. Until mo ra l violence is remov ed , material viol ence will
remain. Until veiled viol enc e is remov ed ,
riot viol enc e, lootin g viol ence and brut al
viol ence will continu e. We cannot ex pect to
elimin ate viol ence until we elimin ate its
causes, and thi s is difficult , becau se mo st of
us are unwillin g to admit th at we are part
of th e cause . But let us resolv e to apply th e
new comm andm ent of th e Chri st who sa id,
" A new comm andm ent I give unto you ,
th at ye love on e anoth er- as I have loved
you " (John 13: 34 ). Thi s is ra dic al; thi s is
revolution. But it is th e divin e ra dic al revolution , and an hon est, sincere impl ement ation will turn our world right side up. m
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The Christ of the Gospels?

A Response
FRANK

PACK

A common failing of preachers , theologians
and religious writers is the overstatement of
their cases. In their zeal to share with others
a facet of truth which they have come to
see in a striking way, they distort other truth
just as important and thus mar the effect of
their message. This was recently illustrated
in an article appearing in the December
issue of MISSIONunder the title "The Christ
of the Gospels. " The writer 's intent was ,
no doubt , good. The thrust of his article
was to call the attention of his readers to
the danger of reducing the demands of
Christ upon their daily lives and to challenge them to be fully committed to Christ
and to display both the spirit and the action
of Jesus. Yet in his attempt to convey this
message , the author left a distorted picture
of the Christ of the Gospels. In keeping
with the policy of MISSION to provide for
the expression of varying viewpoints , I am
writing with the desire to correct some of
the distortions while preserving the valid
insights that were expressed.

. . . special pleading
Students of the life and ministry of Christ
have often been tempted to advance their
ideas through making Jesus and his message
over into their own images instead of looking carefully at the full record of the New

Testament. The nineteenth century Protestant liberals in their " lives of Jesus " were
able to find , through deletions from the
Gospels , all the characteristics of a nineteenth century bourgeois ethical gentleman
in Jesus , as Albert Schweitzer so capably
pointed out in his Quest for the Historical
Jesus. Albert Schweitzer 's own thoroughgoing eschatology turned Jesus into a misguided , mistaken Jewish apocalyptic fanatic .
and made him a misty enigma to all modern
men. Conrad Noel made him a Fabian socialist , and E. Stanley Jones found a Christian Communism in Jesus' teaching as an
alternative to the Russian variety. Individualistic theologians with an anti-church bias
have denied that Jesus had any plan for establishing the church by denying the genuineness of Matthew 16: 18-19. Roman
Catholicism has found a monarchial hierarchy in Jesus' promise to Peter. Walter
Rauschenbusch and other social gospel advocates discounted personal salvation in
favor of restructuring society and by social
action promised the "bringing in of the
Kingdom of God." Others have turned Jesus
into the champion of laissez-faire economics
as the protector of the privileged against the
poor. Some have even denied that we can
know anything of consequence about him
and his message. What matters is the "Christ
idea" to which we can give our own content.

FRA K PACK is head of the graduate program and a Profe ssor of Religion at Pepperdin e College in
Los Angeles, California. Dr. Pack also serves on th e Editorial Board of M1ss10N.
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The temptation is always with us to create
our own Christ in idolatrous fashion rather
than seeking the Christ of the Gospels . Our
major defens e against such special pleading
is a serious and honest effort to hear his
full message and to deal with the entire
account of his life and ministry as given
in the Gospels of the New Testament.

...

interest in synagogue and temple

In reading the article referred to above , one
gains the impression that Jesus was completely negative concerning the worship and
influences of synagogue and temple during
his life. Calling attention to the fact that
we often miss the significance of his healing
miracles , the article focused on the one fact
that his ministry was not "done in church. "
Yet at least three of the twenty-three healing miracles described in the gospels occurred in the synagogue where Jesus had
gone to worship on the sabbath. His healing of the man with the unclean spirit in
the synagogue in Capernaum precipitated
such enthusiasm that a crowd of diseased
and crippled gathered about the door of
Peter 's house at eventide (Mark I :23-38;
32-34). Mark notes that the healing of the
man with the withered hand in the synagogue resulted in the Pharisees planning
with their usual foes , the Herodians , to
destroy him (Mark 3: 1-6). Luke records
Jesus' healing a woman , bent down with a
spirit of infirmity for eighteen years , in one
of the synagogues where he was teaching
on a sabbath (Luke 13: 10-17). All the
Synoptic Gospels contain general references
to his ministry which include preaching in
the synagogues in towns and villages of
both Galilee (Mark 1 : 39) and Judea (Luke
4: 44). Matthew gives at least two such
summary statements (Matthew 4: 23; 9: 35).
When one adds those references connected
with the temple , especially in John's Gospel ,
one sees that the evidence is contrary to
his being negative about "church" services.
No student of the Gospels would deny
that Jesus did much of his teaching by the
lake , in homes , on hillsides , in streets and
14 [302]

roads , wherever he chanced to be. However, this point can be made without overstating the case. Our Lord 's ministry was
not confined within the walls of synagogue
or templ e, and we should not confine our
ministry as Christians within the walls of a
meeting house. However , to represent Jesus
as being unconc erned about worship and
faithful attendance in worship is a distortion of the evidence. Jesus ' protests concerning worship dealt with the outward display of piety before men instead of offering
to God from sincere heart s the honest devotion to him "in spirit and truth " which
God seeks ( John 4: 24). Merchandising had
turned the temple from a house of prayer
into a den of robbers , and the righteous
zeal of the Messiah was kindled against
these practices. " But woe to you Pharisees ,
for you tithe mint and rue and every herb ,
and neglect justice and the love of God ;
thes e you ought to have done , without
neglecting the others " (Luke 11: 42).
Was it because of the reading Jesus gave
from Isaiah 61 in the synagogue at Nazareth , including proclaiming "good news to
the poor " and "release to the captives ," that
the congregation got "edgy" and attempted
to kill him (Luke 4: 16-30)? Were the Jews
so calloused in the first century regarding
their treatment of the poor that the mention
of those would anger them? This is the
impression the article leaves. But a casual
reading of the passage will show that this
is not the case. When Jesus finished reading from Isaiah , he seated himself and
stated that the words were fulfilled that day
in their presence. The audience's response
was not antagonistic but receptive as they
marvelled at the gracious words he spoke.
They were amazed that this carpenter could
thus speak so well. The King James Version translates "And all bare him witness ,"
while the RSV reads , "And all spoke well
of him ," the NEB translates , "There was a
general stir of admiration," and the TEV
says , "They were all well impressed with
him " (Luke 4: 22). What really angered
them was his references to Elijah and
MISSION

Elisha, two of Jsrael 's greatest propl)ets , as
being sent to Gentiles who showed greater
faith than any in Israel and by implication
that his ministry would include Gentiles
with faith , for 'no prophet is acceptable in
his own country. " In fact , his references to
the poor and the captives probably made
them think admirably of him as one who
might lift them from their poverty and oppression under the hated yoke of the Roman
government. Jesus ran afoul of their prejudices against the Gentiles, and this accounts for their attempt to hurl him over
the brow of the cliff outside Nazareth. Instead of Jesus having little interest in synagogue and temple, it was precisely because
he made such incessant contacts with the
centers of religious life among his people
that he met opposition so early in his ministry, an opposition that dogged his steps
the rest of the way to the cross.

...

worship

and service

The point made in the article that Jesus
was interested in mercy and spoke and
acted against the legalism and glory in
ceremony, dear to the hearts of many Jews ,
is well taken. It is possible for us to make
church attendance an end in itself and to
feel that we have sufficiently paid our
"dues" when we have gone to church on
Sunday. But cannot this point be stressed
without overstating our case?
Serving God in the Bible includes worshiping him. Our modern tendency-as
seen
in this article-is
to divorce worship from
serving God. We tend to equate the latter
with doing benevolence to others and leading a holy life. However , biblical language
does not warrant such a separation. Any
study of the words for "worship" and "service" in the New Testament will show how
they overlap and flow into one another in
meaning. Occasions of praise , fellowship
instruction in God 's Word and the Lord's
Supper are included in serving God along
with care of others , particularly the needy ,
and living a devoted life. Jesus found it
necessary to seek private periods of prayer
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and meditation in which , as the Divine Son
of God he might be strengthened and
guided in "doing always what is pleasing to
him [God]"
(John 8:29) . Despite the
thronging multitudes and those seeking his
help , he went away with his disciples to
rest and pray. Just as they found it necessary to seek renewal of spirit in communion
and worship both private and public , so
we must find such resources of strength in
God . Those most active in benevolent service to their fellow men have been found to
be those who also faithfully seek the
strength that comes through worship to
God. Rather than separating these , let us
make all our service worshipful and all our
worship service to God. Let us endeavor to
make our periods of public devotion more
meaningful and enriching encounters with
the Christ of the Gospels.
In endeavoring to show the need for
teaching people the Gospel of Christ where
they are , the article points out that Jesus
taught the publicans and outcasts where he
found them and did not bring them to the
synagogue . I have never heard of anyone
contending that the only place one could
teach another God's truth is inside a church
building. In fact , our emphasis has been
otherwise , as our personal work activities ,
home Bible studies , radio and TV programs
and printed evangelistic materials would
testify. But Jesus did not fail to teach and
heal men in those synagogues as well. He
had no anti-synagogue or anti-church bias,
and neither must we if we would be his
followers. This same Jesus announced to
his followers that he would establish his
church and the powers of Hades would not
prevail against it (Matthew 16:18). In
speaking of the church he was not describing an institution , but a people , his people.
These are the ones who have heard his
gospel of love and redemption and s~rrendered to it in loving obedience and are
cleansed "by the washing of water with the
word" (Ephesians 5: 26) . These have experienced his love in the forgiveness of their
sins and responded in love "because he first
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loved us " (I John 4: I 9). ff the author
means to say that we must teach people how
to live a moral life without bringing Christ
as Savior and Lord into the teaching and
without making them a part of th e church ,
his body , then he is not bringing the gospel
but only a moral program which cannot
succeed because it does not have the power
of God and the forgiving grace of Jesus
Christ in it.

. . . discovery

and sharing

One thing that particularly seems to anger
the author of the article mentioned is the
endeavor of Churches of Christ to find and
follow the rule of faith and practice in the
New Testament. Deriding all attempts at
communicating the gospel of Christ through
preaching and teaching by filmstrips and
other "pseudo-events " as hypocritical attempts to ensnare unwary victims , he talks
about seeking a ministry of discovery and
sharing , of "conversion. " He chides his
brethren for never proclaiming I John 2: 6
which says , "He who says he abides in him
ought to walk in the same way in which he
walked."
The whole thrust of this part of I John
is that we show our knowledge of God
through our obedience to his commandments. To claim we know him when we do
not keep his word is to be liars. Our lives
and our faith must be governed by his will ,
and that will includes , among other things ,
repentance and baptism for forgiveness of
sins , worship to God according to his Word
-not
according to man 's traditions , the
nature of the church and its mission. We
learn about these things in that same twentyseven volume blueprint that teaches us
about the Christ who cared for the poor
and the outcast and taught the startling
Sermon on the Mount.
To be a Christian and follow God's will
includes sharing Christ with those we meet,
both in word and life. It means taking opportunities to share our understanding of
God's truth with others as we are willing
to have them share their understandings
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with us. The very fact that so many of us
hav e readily studied and used th e writings
of all type of religious thinkers testifies to
our openn ess to such sharing . This author
can see no reason to becom e suddenly timid
and lose all conviction when he meets some
denominational
person who differs with
him concerning th e teaching of God 's Word.
If he loves God. the truth and that person.
he will do his best to help the person understand th e way of God mor e accurately,
just as Priscilla and Aquila did for Apollos
( Acts I 8: 26) . This author too " seeks a
ministry of discovery and sharing , of being
and begetting ," but this begetting has to be
in accordance with God 's word-for
God
does the begetting. But if this ministry does
not include leading people to Jesus on the
terms of his gospel , there is no saving ministry and no need to talk of "conversion "
and "begetting. " To be sure , our brethren
at times have had wrong attitudes in dealing with those who differed with us religiously , but this does not justify our giving up all efforts to lay aside human creeds
and traditions and follow God's Word. If
we are failing as a people in certain areas
of Christian living , we need the corrective
teaching calling attention to our failures.
But let us not overstate the case.

balance
It is very easy to quickly generalize about
"the church " on the basis of very little
knowledge and close acquaintance with "the
church." How many churches do you know
very well? Some may know a great number ,
but for most of us to say fifty would be a
large number. Yet this is only a fraction of
the total church on earth. It is so easy to
picture the whole church as uninterested in
the social problems of our country and age ,
as unconcerned about the want , frustrations
and deprivations of many of our people and
concerned only about things that appear
petty. Jt is so easy for blanket condemnations to be made of all because some are
at fault.
(Continued on page 21)
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God or Evolution?
NEAL D. BUFFALOE

The class in elementary college biology had
just ended, and the usual half-dozen students were lagging behind the others in
leaving the classroom. One wanted to know
if she would be allowed to make up the
test she had missed, another asked if I had
seen the article in yesterday 's paper about
an artificial heart being developed in Boston and still another wondered if I would
like to have a turtle he had found. One
young man , whom I had seen a few times
at church, obviously wanted a degree of
privacy in approaching me. He waited until
the others had gone and then spoke courteously.
"Sir, I wonder if I might make an appointment with you. There's something I'd
like to discuss with you , and it may take at
least an hour."
"Why sure, Jim ," I replied. "Could you
come by about three this afternoon? I have
a meeting at 4: 15, and this would give us
over an hour."
"That would be fine with me. Your office
is in the science building , isn't it?" He gave
no indication of his problem , nor did I
press him.

At the appointed time, Jim told me a
familiar story. He had grown up attending
religious services and had taken an active
part until he left home to enter college. He
was now a sophomore and had begun to
realize that he was experiencing some conflict between his religious beliefs and certain ideas he had encountered in his course
work. He was particularly concerned over
evolution and felt that I might help him.
"What do you know about evolution ,
Jim?" I asked. "What does the word mean
to you?"
"Well," he responded somewhat hesitantly, "I guess I really don't know very much.
I think it has something to do with man's
animal ancestry, and doesn't the Bible say
God created man in his own image?"
"Yes, it does , and as Christians , you and
I believe that firmly."
"But haven't I heard you use the term
evolution in class? I know we haven't really
talked about it much in the course , and
maybe we'll get to it later , but can a person
accept the Bible and evolution at the same
time?"
We talked on for the better part of an
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hour. I di scover ed th at Jim knew very littl e
about th e Bibl e, particularly th e ear ly part
of G enes is, and eve n less about evo luti on.
But he se nsed a conflict a nd was concerned.
As a m att er of fact , he told me, th ere had
bee n so me ra th er sp irit ed bull sessio ns in
th e dormitory over evo lution .
" But th e ones th at do mo st of th e ta lking ,
I 've notic ed, see m to know th e leas t about
e ith er evo lution or th e Bibl e ," he observed.
" For some reaso n, th ey fee l a n obligation
to a rgue aga in st evo lution out of prejudice."
" I know , Jim , and it is difficult to ta lk
with this typ e of pe rson about eith e r th e
Bibl e or evo lution . Let me m ake a suggestion . You read th e first chapters of G enes is
very ca refully. Let m e lend you a book th at
might be helpful ; a nd , later on in th e semes ter, let's ta lk about thi s aga in ."
A s a tea cher of biology , [ go through
this sort of discus sion , with variations , several tim es a year. I am impr esse d mor e and
mor e with th e tr emendou s res ponsibility of
my po sition in th ese di scussio ns and of th e
rea l nee d on th e part of ma ny coll ege student s for guidance. Co ntrary to th e opinion
of some a mong us, th e probl em is not a
simple one. It has its root s in the de epest
of all probl em s for th e Christian, as I shall
attempt to show.

...

proper

definition

However , much of the confusion about evolution and th e Bible can be clea red up by
a correct definition of issues. Wh at does the
word evolution mean? Its etymology is
simple enough; it is derived from th e Latin
evolutio, meaning to unroll , or less literally ,
to unfold . Thus , in the strict sense, a course
of study evolves , a person evolves into maturity , and even th e Bibl e and God 's scheme
of redemptiqn demonstrate a sort of evolution. As the term is commonly used , however, it me ans organic evolution; and , as a
philosophical concept , it is the idea that
present-day organisms are the descendants
of organisms that were , at some stage of
time , simpler in organiz ation. It is a concept that natur e is characteriz ed by change ,
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that Jiving forms a re not ge netic a lly static.
Unfortunately , the ter m is often used in
different connotations
without benefit of
prop er terminol ogy. Philo sop hic a lly, evo lution is a concept, as l have pointed out.
Scientific a lly, it is a th eory. Hi storic a lly. it
is conceived of as a process or, in still another historic a l context. as a fact. Much
confusion has res ult ed because so me perso ns who have taken it upon themselves to
di sc uss th e issue do not m ake th ese distinction s eith e r by definition or by implic ation.
lnd eed. th ey frequ entl y see m not to und e rstand th e method s of philosophy, of science
nor of histor y, and th e issues become hop eless ly confused . Let us not e one exa mpl e of
thi s.
The methodolo gy of sc ience is such th at
th eo ries arc its life's blood , and th e major
activity of science is th e formul ation and
use of th eori es, th at is, generalizations th at
a re re liable in pr edict ability. H ence, when
someone says, " Well, after all, isn't evolution only a th eory? It has n't bee n proved ,"
he prob ably fails to rea lize th at this is the
mo st scienc e tries to m ake of any generalization . In science , fina l proof is ava ilable
for only th e most simple verbalisms, and
evolution definit ely is not simple. Even in
oth er fields , wh at do we me an by " proof "?
H as it been prov en that Juliu s Caesar lived?

. . . a way of interpreting

nature

In this essay , I shall mak e no att empt to
advance the reason s why virtually all biologists accept evolution as a way of int e rpreting natur e . I can only say th at I believe th at
any int elligent per son who lend s himself directly and without prejudice to th e d ata of
comparativ e morphology
and physiology ,
paleontology
and cytogenetics will come
away with th e conviction th at evolution
( th e process ) has occurred , th at evolution
( the theory) is a valid working tool for the
biologist and that evolution ( th e concept )
is inescapable as a philosophy of nature .
The only possible exceptions to this within
my experience have involved person s who
apparently were bound by their own preMISSION

viously-held reason for not accepting evolution.
At the risk of appearing to defend intellectual snobbishness , l should like to advance the idea that evolution is entirely too
large and too complex a concept for most
non-biologists to visualize with any great
degree of clarity. For this reason , it is unfortunately true that many people ( including
some students of biology) accept it for reasons that are not valid or for no other reason than that it seems the thing to do . Conversely, there are people who reject it for
equally invalid reasons. But, whatever the
state of preparation of one 's mind let it be
known assuredly that the ins-and-outs of
evolution are located in deep water. This
is the major reason that I shall make no
attempt in this essay to convince any person
of its validity. In my classroom teaching, I
spend very little time with this aspect of
the subject; although, I do point out to
freshmen students the reasons why the vast
majority of biologists accept evolution.
However , even my undergraduate majors
are given complete freedom to develop the
concept or not to develop it as they are led
by the spirit of inquiry. I do not believe in
pedagogical indoctrination.
In short , it
makes very little difference to me whether
a person accepts evolution; especially in the
case of a fellow Christian , I can appreciate
his non-acceptance of it, and I can only
hope that he will respect my convictions.

...

the language of the spirit

The major difficulty to the Christian, of
course, is whether or not a belief in evolution (the process) is in conflict with the
Genesis account of creation. Admittedly ,
this is not an easy problem to solve unless
one chooses to ignore sense data completely.
I presume that professed Christians accept
Genesis as an inspired or God-given account.
Quite naturally , we view with alarm any
concept that would appear to be in conflict
with it. Here again, I shall make no attempt
at an exegesis of Genesis. This has been
done by far more able scholars than I and
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by men who have been fully aware of the
implications. Suffice it to say that a careful
reading of the Genesis account of creation
reveals an overwhelming emphasis upon the
who of creation , not the how. Neither Genesis nor the remainder of the Bible is a
scientific account; its language is the language of the spirit , and science is neither
capable of dealing in this realm nor is it
anxious to do so. Actually , almost all of
the difficulties between Genesis and evolution dissolve if two points are accepted. I
shall deal with these in order.
It is well known by serious students of
the Bible that many portions must be accepted or interpreted in a figurative or a
literary sense. Admittedly , it is not always .
easy to decide; one must rely on deep and
serious study of all scripture and upon the
studies and thoughts of other men. It is
quite difficult to be consistent , and no man
has solved all of the difficulties in the Bible,
including the Genesis account. Because
there are certain irrefutable evidences concerning the ages of fossil organisms, fossilbearing rocks and of the human species itself , even many conservative students of the
Bible feel obliged to accept the six days of
Genesis as representing long periods of
time. It is a curious fact that many people
go this far in their acceptance of scientific
data and no further, insisting that all the
rest of the account must be taken literally
and scientifically. But regardless of one's
view of the "days " of Genesis the evidence
that organisms have been present on earth
for a much longer period of time than 6,000
years is irresistible to the honest and informed mind. I submit that one conclusion ,
at least , must follow: either the Genesis
account of the "days " is non-literal or it is
false.
The second point is one that concerns the
very heart of religious belief, namely, the
nature of God. I do not doubt that every
major difference in men's religious beliefs
can be traced to their different concepts of
the nature of God , and this certainly becomes apparent when they attempt to in-
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terpr et th e Genesi account. Let u i; member that God is a spirit , not a human being.
Anthropomorphi sm is an inexcus able viewpoint for the Bibl e student , and yet , many
people seem to believe in God as a spirit
in the New T estament , but as a hum an being
in the Old! Wh enever some pers on wish es
to express his belief in the inst ant aneou s
creation of man, for exa mple , he usually
cites Genesis 1 : 26: "Let us make man in
our likeness and imag e ." What kind of
" likeness and imag e" does God ( or th e
Godhead) have? It certainly is not a physical one . Could this passage not mea n th at
the primate , Homo sap iens, was employed
as a vehicle of the divine natur e, capable
of reflecting (darkly, to be ass ured) those
qualities that characterize God as a spirit?
Interpret it however you will ; the passage
most assuredly does not treat of man 's biological nature.
Theological dualism may be open to
criticism as a philosophy , but the Christi an,
in his finite knowledg e, has little choice.
Regardless of our definition of the human
spirit or of the mind-body relationship , it
is quite consistent with the langu age of both
the Old and the New Testaments to regard
the body as on e entity and the spirit as
another. What do we care that man the
animal is a product of evolution as long as
man the spirit is begotten of God?
Perhaps it is inappropriate to cite a biologist rather than a student of some other
field in defense of the proposition that the
nature of God is involv ed here. Nevertheless , I should like to inject a passage from
the writing of Nobel laureate George W.
Beadle , because he expresses the matter
succinctly:
A theory of evolution that postulates
that life arose by natural processes from
non-living precursors and achieved its
present diversity , including man , through
the natural selection of rare favorable rearrangements in the genetic material is
on first thought abhorrent to many. It is
a mechanistic view , and it appears to
conflict with the teachings of many re-
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ligion . Ho w, th n, can it be accepted by
science?
It is tru e th at the thes is here defended
does conflict with the Bible as litera lly
interpr eted . In fact , any acceptanc e of
organic evo lution leads logically to such
a conflict. On e must accept all of evo lution or non e. And the evidence for
organic evolution is overwhelmingly convincing.
The direct conflict is avoided by many
through th e acceptance of a non-literal
interpretation of religious gospel. Once
this possibility is accept ed , it can be
argued that belief in evolution , including
the spontaneous origin of life from nonliving antecedents, need in no way conflict with religion.
The argument can be put in the following way. Suppose one believes in a
higher intellig ence responsible for the
creation and direction of the universea belief that is a matter of faith , for present science can neither prove nor disprove
it. It is clear th at such a supreme being
did not create present man , for we have
direct evidence of our immediate ancestors. One can then argue that what was
created was rather ancestors capable of
giving rise to us. How remote were they?
Were they primitive men of a million
years ago? Or were they perhaps pre-man
ancestors? Once embarking on this line
of thought there is no logical place to
stop. One is led easily but firmly to the
conclusion that the creation of a universe
of elementary physical particles endowed
with properties that made inevitable the
evolution of elements and molecules and
life when th e conditions were proper is
just as remarkable and just as deserving
of awe and reverence as is the direct
creation of man. 1

...

inflexibility

Let us not bind upon another generation a
system of prejudices and a misconception
of God that neither we nor our fathers were
able to bear with consistency. When your
MISSION

fifteen-year-old becomes disturbed in his
high school biology course , it is probably
because you or a series of teachers and
preachers have instilled in him an inflexible
"faith " that demands an " either-or " type
of response in every situation that threatens
his neat bundle of beliefs . I am not arguing
here about absolutes; certainly , there are
matters of faith and morality that should
find acceptance in the life and thought of
every Christian. What r am talking about
is the business of stamping upon a youngster such a limited concept of the nature
of God and of his creation that he is driven
to make a choice. Within my experience ,
far more young people have lost faith over
inflexibility than over evolution .
Let us remember that the history of conflict between science and theology is replete
with examples of issues that appear silly to
us now. Men lost their positions and their
1

lives for believing in a sun-centered universe
because this appeared to conflict with the
account in Joshua of the sun 's standing
still. Later on , the same "either-or " choice
was pressed upon those who held that the
earth was round , because this "conflicted "
with the statement in Revelation regarding
the four corners of the earth. In both of
these instances and in others, men eventually
reconciled their difficulties and moved on to
a new and more truthful adjustment to
reality . Similarly , the concept of evolution
is neither degrading to man, detrimental to
human dignity nor in conflict with the Bible.
rt is simply a matter of accepting man as a
part of nature and nature as an orderly
system . As George Beadle points out (such
faith is found , no , not in Israel) , this view
of creation is just as remarkable and just
as deserving of awe and reverence as is
direct and instantaneous creation.
m

G. W. Beadl e, Th e Physical ancl Ch emical Basis of Inh eritan ce. Eugen e, Or egon: The Univ ersity of
Oregon Press, 1957. By permission of th e Or egon Stat e Board of High er Education.

The Christ of the Gospels? A Response
(Continued from page 16)

It pains me to see an overstatement of
the case disparaging the great basic teachings of New Testament Christianity concerning salvation , the church and the central place of the Bible as our guide to faith
and practice , and marring some very fine
emphases on the need for being more fully
involved in the total life of society as we
APRIL
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live and serve our Lord. Truly "church
members cannot simply be baptized and
lead inoffensive lives and leave it at that."
Let us keep the balance of God 's complete
will before us as we teach and live.
m
NEXT MONTH MISSION will publish another response by Cecil May, Jr., along
with a reply by Don Haymes.
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The Road Taken
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David Elton Trueblood is perhaps the most
quoted religious author in American today.
Born in Pleasantville , Iowa , in 1900 and an
eighth generation Quaker , Dr. Trueblood
taught at Guilford College , Haverford College, Harvard University , Stanford University and for twenty years at Earlham College where he is now Professor-at-Large.
Over these years he has authored twenty-six
books , the latest of which, A Place to Stand,
appeared in February of this year. He has
spoken on numerous lectureships across the
country and has been the recipient of eight
honorary degrees. His interests have been
far-ranging; but , in recent years , he has
been noted especially for his interest in
church renewal-an
interest manifested in
his participation in and presidency of the
Yokefellow Associates. In his many interests , he has demonstrated the unique talent
of being able to walk freely in both the
so-called liberal and conservative camps.

...

a way

of life

Q. Of all the books you have written ,
could you tell us which one you would
rather be judged by and for what reasons.
TRUEBLOOD: I had rather be judged
by the Life We Prize because this is on a
topic which combines my interests. It is
concerned with moral philosophy-but

JERRY

RUSHFORD

moral philosophy as applied to the concrete
world. I tried to present a way of life which
I believe is sound in any generation, although it can have special application to
each generation. I would think that the
major ideas in this book would be as good
in a hundred years as they are now. Also ,
I followed the strategy of not mentioning
the Christian faith until the last chapter. I
did this in order to try and catch the ordinary seeker who is very fearful of being
evangelized . But my thought was that if he
would read the first nine chapters he would
read the tenth. So, it's all in the tenth. And
I've been very happy about this strategy.
Q. Your twenty-sixth book , A Place to
Stand , was released by Harper and Row in
February. What is your aim in this book?
TRUEBLOOD: The aim is very clear. It
is to help modern man to have a firm center
of belief. Up to now in this century we have
minimized belief. We have had a great deal
to say about action , a great deal about service. But , on the whole, belief has seemed
of secondary importance. My own conviction is that many of our troubles have
arisen from this. My conviction is that ideas
have consequences and that we shall not
have a sounder civilization until people are
clear in what their convictions are. As a
Christian, I believe that the soundest con-

JERRY vV. MAPP is a graduat e stud ent at th e Earlham School of Religion at Richmond, Indiana, and
JERRY RUSHFORD is a mini ster of th e Chur ch of Chri st at Haz el Park , Michigan .
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victions which can make for a good civilization are those which are centered in the
Christian faith. And so I have tried to make
a book that is small , lean , compact , succinct,
but following a relentless logic so that, if
you make a start , you will want to go on.
And I hope that this will appeal to thousands of contemporary seekers. This is my
purpose .
Q. You have not only been a prolific
author , but you have encouraged a great
many other men to write. Has this been an
intentional ministry on your part?
TRUEBLOOD: Yes. I became convinced
about fifteen years ago that what we need
is "Operation Multiplication." One man
cannot do very much, but if you can make
this contagious-if
you can get a number
operating-you
can make quite a difference.
I began to watch especially for young men
who seemed to me to have both ability and
some ideas. Then I would simply sit down
with them , encourage them and say, "Did
you ever think of writing?" Sometimes a
man would say, "Yes , but I haven 't supposed that I ever really could. " Then I
would say, "Well, let's try. You can't do
any harm in trying. I'll read what you
write. I'll criticize it. I'll try to show where
I think it can be improved. " So we organized a very loose fellowship called the Guild
of Christian Writers. That's been in effect
for about fifteen years. There are at least
ten books in existence because of this Guild
that simply would not have appeared apart
from it. Some of these men have now produced books that have become really best
sellers. For example , some have made the
Religious Book Club of America , and this
makes me very happy.

. . . three main themes
Q. On several different occasions you have

discussed what you feel to have been the
three main themes of Christianity in the
20th century. Would you relate these themes
to us at this time?
TRUEBLOOD: Of course, these aren't
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absolutely distinct , but I have seen essentially three phases up to now. In the first
phase the great impetus was that of foreign
missions. In January , 1920, as a college
student I attended the convention of the
Student Voluntary
Movement in Des
Moines , Iowa , with 8,000 other college students. This was when John R. Mott and
Robert E. Speer were at the height of their
great power. We were all deeply moved and
certainly motivated. I myself considered going to China and even had an appointment
to go there; but I decided that I needed
more education , and so I did not go. This,
of course , is no longer. You couldn't possibly get 8,000 students together on this
basis today. It was a valid approach , but it
ceased to be the center of attention.
The second great movement was that of
church union. We normally call it the ecumenical movement. Here , John R. Mott was
a big force as he had been in the foreign
mission movement. And it was no wonder
that he was given the Nobel Prize for
Peace. As a part of this whole movement ,
I attended the beginning of the World
Council of Churches that was held at Amsterdam in 1948. Then this movement
toward ecumenicity more or less came to a
climax. People are still interested in church
union , but the main stream has gone out
of this because we often see today that what
we want is not union so much as unity; and
we can have unity without joining one another 's churches. So, I don't find this great
drive any more.
The third main chapter was that of
church renewal, and this has led to a great
number of books. Robert Raines' book ,
New Life in the Church, is one of the best ,
and another very good one is From Tradition to Mission by Wallace Fisher. The
time came about ten years ago when practically all over the country in all denominations church renewal was the major theme.
And , of course , this was the theme of what
the Roman Catholics called their ecumenical
gathering. Now this has come to an end
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also. The publishers will hardly take a book
on the subject anymore. They think it has
been run to death .
And so, l think we are beginning the
fourth chapter which may go on for the
rest of the century and in which l very
much want to interest my students. l believe that in this fourth one the big emphasis will be upon belief, of getting ideas
clear, of trying to know where we stand and
what are the consequences of such a stand.
In a sense there may be a new age for theology which many people had supposed was
out of date and obsolete. And this is why
at the beginning of this new part of the
century I hope to make a difference by my
book , A Place to Stand, as I know I made
a difference earlier by my book on A lternative to Futilit y, which was probably one of
the first ones on church renewal.
Q. You have for some time now been in
the vanguard encouraging what is known as
the "universal ministry " and the "equipping
ministry ." How would you define these concepts?
TRUEBLOOD: The idea of the universal
ministry has been growing all through our
century. One of the first books I ever read
on this subject was by Henry T. Hotchkin.
It was called La y Religion. I read this , I
think , when I was in college. The idea is
that the ministry is for every Christian , and,
therefore , every Christian is for the ministry. There must be a ministry of medicine ,
business , homemaking , teaching . The distinction between the "lay" and the "clergy"
is simply a false distinction-one
the New
Testament does not make. But , if you 're
going to emphasize this , you also have to
have some who are working at equipping
others for their ministry. It was a great help
to me when I saw that Robert Barclay , upon
whom I had worked so long , took exactly
this position. Though he believed in the universal ministry , he also believed in the specialized ministry in which he thought of
himself as being engaged. And so, I think ,
as we are moving toward the end of our
century , we are seeing it is not enough to
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say one or the other , but we must say both
the universal ministry and the specialized
ministry. They are not in contradiction .

...

the order of the yoke

Q. Dr. Trueblood , you are the founder of
the Yokefellow movement. What exactly is
this organization , and what are its aims?
TRUEBLOOD: In my years at Stanford
University-especially
around 1944-I
began to say to myself that we need something new , not another denominationwe've got plenty of them-but maybe a new
order. I was so impressed with the orders
of the Middle Ages. I studied very carefully the Franciscan orders , especially the
emergence of the third order , which is that
of people in ordinary life. I kept saying
that what we need is a new third order , not
limited to one denomination as the Franciscan one was , but to all. r didn 't give it
any name; I just kept talking about it and
thinking about it. What I meant was , we
need something th at cuts right across all
denominational lines , not trying to produce
union , but trying to produce depth in the
people who are participating and who are
accepting a discipline. I saw that discipline
was central to this. So, I began to talk a
great deal about discipline and witness and
universal ministry as marks of the new
order.
The first hints of this were written down
in the fifth chapter of my book , The Predicament of Modern Man (1944). I called
that chapter "The Necessity of a Redemptive Society. " By "redemptive society" I
meant one which undergirds the church and
brings it alive and sets it free. When I came
to Earlham in the fall of 1946 , I soon saw
that this was very fertile ground for such
ideas. I kept a close connection with some
people at McCormick Seminary in Chicago .
I gave a series of lectures there on the nature of a redemptive society , and the result
of that was that they began to form small
groups. I think that independently both
there and at Earlham we figured out the
idea that the order we were seeking was
MISSION

really the order of the yoke . We began to
see great new meaning in the word s of
Christ when he said , "Take my yoke upon
you . . . " Then later we recognized that
Paul in Philippians uses yokefellow as a
symbol for a practicing Christian. There we
had both the idea of an order , the principles
of the order and a name. The first time 1
began using the name Yokefellow was in
May 1949.

. . . unique education
Q. You have also been instrumental in the
founding of the Earlham School of Religion.
Would you tell us something about the
elements which make this school unique?
TRUEBLOOD:
I do not say that the
elements found at ESR are not available
elsewhere, but I will say that I do not know
of any other place where you have the same
combination of elements. You see, that's a
very important difference. One element in
this combination is that there is no strict
line of demarcation between teachers and
students. The students are treated as mature , thoughtful men. In social life, in fellowship , etc., I do not think that an outsider
could tell which is which. In other words ,
there is no standing on status. Nobody
speaks ten feet above contradiction. The
average class is a direct confrontation. Sitting in the circle is part of the idea. Now
I do not say that there are no other places
where they have a little of that, but I do
not know any other place where that is the
major approach.
Another element is that this is the only
institution that I know in which the idea
of the equipping ministry is the center of
the strategy. We are not merely training
men to occupy pulpits or to be priests or
to perform ceremonial acts. We are training men who can implement and equip the
ministry of others. This has really taken
hold of us-we really believe this. I think
that this is the basic Christian idea , and
this is why it is worthwhile at great expense. Now , whether we could do it was a
great question. Quakers are very few. There
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are not as many Qu akers in the whole world
as there are Rom an Catholics in St. Louis .
How could we operate and support a first
class place? We' ve only been able to do it
by emphasizing people rather than buildings. We have no proper building for the
School of Religion ; we use existing facilities. But it is harder to get money for people than it is for bricks. People seem to
love to give money for bricks and mortar ,
because it is something obvious , easily seen ,
tangible. We tried to do it the harder way .
And the fact that we could raise from
Qu akers one million dollars seems to me a
very wonderful thing to say.
Another really unique factor is that we
have the close connection with the Yokefellow Institute. It is in many ways the most
advanced lay academy in America. And we,
so far as I know , are the only graduate
school of religion which has the close
proximity to such a lay training center.
·
The final thing that I think unique is that
we are stressing what we call the "new ministries for this generation. " We are convinced that on the whole in the past our
ministry has been too small-that
we need
to enlarge the idea of the ministry very
much. We are emphasizing the ministry of
politics , the ministry of business , the ministry of teaching , etc.
Now, you put all those together and you
get something that is really unique .

. . . Churches of Christ
Q. In your travels you have had connections
with many religious groups. Have any of
these connections been with people associated with Churches of Christ?
TRUEBLOOD: I will say quite frankly
that some of the most hopeful connections
I've had are with the people in the Churches
of Christ. What started me on this is that
in Churches of Christ I found people who
could combine a really great commitment
with a willingness to be ruthlessly self-critical. In my own experience the best combination is that of a fairly evangelical or
even narrow beginning in a man's faith and
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then an enlargement in which he become
aware of view other than his own. 1f he
can have this enlarg ement without losing
th e strong conviction with which he started ,
then you 've got the best of both worlds . I
have great faith in a number of men who
really started as fundamentalists , but were
able to liberate themselves from that po ition without throwing away everything they
stood for. And it is from people like this
that I have gained the most.
Q. We understand that in April of this
year you will be speaking on th e lectureship program in Bernardsville , New Jersey ,
sponsored by the Church of Christ in that
area.
TRUEBLOOD:
Yes , and the gentlemen
setting that up took the trouble in the
autumn of 1968 to come over from New
Jersey to Indiana , and they convinced me
that they are taking this very seriously. On
that occasion I plan to be on the platform
with Dr . William Banowsky.
Q. Dr. Trueblood , you have been able to
walk freely in many religious camps. Would
you tell us your purpose in making this
effort?
TRUEBLOOD:
Yes I would. My reason
for trying to walk in all camps is that I
think the truth is richer and bigger than
any one system. And l do not want us to
impoverish ourselves unnecessarily. Recently I was with five or six hundred Baptists
in Kentucky. I was very happy when I was
with them. Then, at the end of that week,
I was with a Presbyterian group of a very
high tone-a
suburban church of St. Louis
-and
it was a very different mood , but I
found that both moods helped me. I could
learn from both of them.
I think that the real secret is a genuineand not merely a fanciful-humility,
knowing that we need all the help that we can
get. This is the secret of this approach.
And it does not mean compromise. It is a
means of comprehension, not of exclusion.
I hav e learned from the Jew and the Greek ,
from the wise and the unwise , from male
and female. Of course , I am also close to
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. ome of the men of Harv ard Divinity School.
I don 't see why not. What I think is so
damaging to th e Christian faith is to let it
be small when it could be larg e. If the Dean
of Harv ard Divinity School ha got something to teach me, wouldn 't 1 be silly not
to hear it?
My ideal through all the years ha been
the late John Baillie. H e was one of the
best scholars alive; nobody could look down
his nos e at John Baillie. But he was the
kind of man who would fall on his knees
una shamedly in prayer.
Q. Now th at you are no Jonger teaching
in a full time way at Earlham, what are your
plans for the future?
TRUEBLOOD : 1n my future , of course ,
l have a very great freedom now that I am
retired . But , for the Christian, retirement is
simply liberation for service. I have the
wonderful privilege of putting my effort
where I want to. In 1969 , I shall speak all
over this country , and I hope to save time
to write a new book to be called The Roots
and the Fruits . This will be a book emphasizing equally the inner life of devotion and
the outer life of service. I will also have
another big unprogrammed retreat in the
Poconos. In 1970 I shall be visiting professor at Mt. Holyoke College in South
Hadley , Massachusetts , and in the fall of
1970 , my wife and I expect to take a ship
around South America and Africa. We
want to learn all that we can and do all the
good that we can while we are there. We'll
go on to Crete and Athens , a city that we
love . Meanwhile I also hope to have written
my autobiography.
Q. Have you chosen a title for your autobiography?
TRUEBLOOD:
I have several titles for
it-one
is called "Life in Chapters," another is "The Road Taken "-w hich will
remind literate people of Robert Frost's
"The Road not Taken. '
Then there will be many other books.
When I get so old that constant travel is too
difficult for me , I hope that I shall still have
enough energy to push the fountain pen. m
MISSION
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What makes David run?
Da vid , by John H ercu s, M.D. Chic ago :
Int er-V arsity Pr ess, 1968 . 136 pp.
$4.50 , cloth.
Th ere ar e som e excellent biographi es about
biblic al charact ers-but
most were writt en
several decades ago. I can think of only a
few biblic al biog ra phic a l work s publi shed
in recent yea rs. I can think of even fewer
work s that hav e merit.
Thi s is und erstand able. For on e thing
this is not a day for heroes: in th e Unit ed
States we have few peopl e th at we fiercely
admir e (until maybe, our Apollo 8 astronaut s, along with a handful of oth er
"grea ts"). Of tho se we admir e, few are ancient persons.
Th ere is anoth er reas on why good biographi es are not curr ently abundant : it is not
easy to narrat e with accu racy and interest
and sensitivity th e fact s, feelings and flavor
of any person- especially a person like
D avid who lived about 3000 yea rs ago!
But I believe John H ercus has produc ed
a well-writt en, if not fas cin ating , curr ent
work on D avid. In th e strict est sense it is
not a bio graphy. Th e publi sher calls it a
"casebook ." Th e word case book is intended
to cov er both the appro ach and th e fact
th at th e author is an M.D ., an Au stra lian
opth almolo gist.
Don 't let th e idea of a case book fool you .
If by it you connot e clinic al dulln ess and
unim agin ative technic al tr ea tment , th en forget about the connot ation s. H ercu s' litera ry
style is about as dull as a d rag ra ce; it is
slangy, bri sk and first-p erson.
Th e author has corr ectly ob served th at
there is an abund ance of inform ation about
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D avid, perh ap in more detail th an any
oth er person in th e Bibl e. By my count , th e
mater ial about D avid and his tim es compr ehend s majo r blocks of I Samu el and I
Chronicl es , all of 2 Samu el, and many of
th e 150 Psa lms. H e is mention ed 5 8 tim es
in the New T estament.
H ercu s do es not pretend to be a histori an. Though thi s prese rves him for som e
tediou s and cumb ersom e details includ ed in
mor e historic ally ori ented wo rks, it has also
permitt ed the good doctor to arriv e at som e
historic a l conclu sion s which are at best
doubtful.
Th e probl em of historic a l accuracy is
two- sided. Som e of the qu estion s about historic al accur acy arise from H ercu s' proj ecting from wh at is known and specifically
stated to wh at is not known. Th e qu estion s
also arise because of our con servative heritage of Biblic al interpr etation which has a
bias against filling in details beyond the
text of th e Scriptur es .
H ercu s hold s a very high view of D avid
and th e Scriptur es. Ev en when som e of his
ch aract erization s cannot be sub stantiated
by ex plicit fact s in th e Scriptur al text, it is
inva riably in favor of the general biblic al
ch aract erization of D avid . H ere is an
exampl e: in my opinion , the author over- d raws th e pictur e of D avid 's homelif e. H e
portray s Jesse as a dull ard and D avid' s
broth ers as dumb-dumb s. But in th e proces s
D avid 's brilli ance and loyalty are highlight ed by his ability to rise abov e a lowly
background.
To H ercu s, D avid was a geniu s. H e had
th e mu sical talent of a Beethov en, the literary ability of a Shakespeare, the physic al
agility of a Babe Ruth and the milit ary and
admini st rative capaciti es of a kingdombuild er. Men with thi s blend infr equ entl y
appea r in history .
But thi s is not all, for all his oth er qu alities , D avid is a man who tru sted God.
H ercu s has an excellent emph asis as he
point s out wh at God do es in and throu gh
D avid and not necessa rily what D avid do es
for God.
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Hercus is best when he uses th e statements of David 's psalms to show what
David thought and believed and valued.
This is a bri ef but exciting treatm ent of
David. There are som e fre sh, dynamic insights about David the adol escent , the
ladies ' man , the war-h ero , the genius-king,
the sometime impure-hearted , dirty-h anded ,
deceiving man who was nevertheless " a
man after God 's own heart. "
-Robert
R . Marshall

m1ss1on
FORUM
Black history
Dear Editors:
It would seem as though a valuable historical
contribution could be made to our Brotherhood should we dedicate some of our
scholarship and energy toward constructing
a history of the Negro Churches of Christ.
Much has already been done with the Alexander Campbell Movement , yet to my
knowledge little has been done in any formal
way to compose a complete history of the
Negro Churches of Christ.
r am personally interested in pursuing
such a project. I would therefore appreciate
your making available to your readers my
address should any of them have helpful
advice or valuable bibiliographical information relative to the facilitation of this task .
Foy C. Richey
55 Elizabeth St., Box 82
Hartford , Connecticut 06105

Creation Research

Society

Dear Editors:
Readers of MISSION might like to know of
a publication called Creation R esearch So28 [316}

Books Received
CLO SE YOUR EYE S WH EN PR AYING by Virg inia Cary Hud son ( New York : Harper & Ro" ·,
1968) 127 pp ., $3.95, hardb ound.
JE SUS A D ETHIC S by Richard H. Hiers ( Philadelphia: Th e " estminst cr Press, 1968) 208 pp .,
$6.50 , h ardb ound.
SECULARIZA TIOl\' A D TH E UNIV ERSITY
by Harry E. Smith ( Richm ond , Jaim Knox
Press, 1968) 172 pp ., $2.95 , paper·.
BURIED ALIVE by Paul G. Johnson (Ri chmond:
John Knox Press, 1968) 171 pp. , $5.00 hardbound .

ciety Quarterl y . The articles are mostly very
technical ones written by research scientists
who are committed to full belief in the biblical record of creation and early history . ..
Harry W. Dahlstrom
West Hartford , Connecticut
EDITORIAL
NOTE : The Creation Research So ciety Quarterly was quoted by
Mrs. Sarah Nelson in last month 's Forum.
This society, limited to scientists having at
least a Masters degree in a natural science,
proposes "the realignment of science based
on theistic creation concepts and the publication of textbooks for high school and
college use. " Among other things , the CRS
affirms: "The Bible is the written Word of
God , and becau se it is inspired throughout ,
all its assertions are historically and scientifically true in all the original autographs.
To the student of nature this means that
the account of origins in Genesis is a factual
presentation of simple historical truths. "
-RBW

Heredity
De ar Editors:
...
Much of the data which Dr. Bennett
[January , 1969} cites is correct or at least
in line with modern theory. It does not ,
however , uphold the regularly accepted idea
of organic evolution .. . R ather , the data
of the author fit the belief of th e Creation
MISSION

Research Society that all of the · principal
types of living things wer e planned and
cr eated by God during Creation Wee k. They
wer e created with potential variability which
we now call heterozygousity or lat ent genes .
When a latent gene becomes expressed , it
results in a new plant or animal with one
trait different from its parents. In addition ,
living things are subject to the accidental
disarrangement
of particles of the genes ,
which we call mutation.
Much of Dr. Bennett 's article describes
the process of passing hereditary traits from
parents to offspring. This is done in a methodical and meticulous manner , a process
which transmits the trait in an unchanged
form when all goes well. It is only when
there is a mistake in the process that a
heritable change , mutation, occurs. In any
line of endeavor, a mistake is seldom constructive, and this observation is very true
of mutation. Yet, it is the only scientific
basis for the supposed development of a
single-celled animal into a man.
...
Evolutionists agree with creationists
in the observation that the vast majority
of mutations are harmful to the organism .
This is so true that only a few helpful mutations have been mention ed , and even they
are doubtful. Sickle shaped blood cells seem
to confer immunity to malaria , but since
this mutation causes anemia. it is hardly
a good building block for an evolutionary
structure . . . . Evolution is questioned by
car eful geneticists because mutation does
not provide th e constructive changes which
would bring it about.
The idea of evolution is a nineteenth
century model , and it gained such momentum in that optimistic era that it coasted
into the twentieth century , where it is a
misfit. A hundred ye ars ago , very little was
known about genes , cell division or even
chromo somes. At that time , it seemed reasonable that gen es should change slightly in
all directions at each reproduction , but now
we know that any change is infrequent
and lacking in ability to impart a higher
organization.
APRIL
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The best part of Dr. Bennett's article is
his discussion of aging. It is very true that
"at the time of cell division , errors may
cre ep in" which gradually make a person
senile . This explanation applies not to individuals alone but to the human race and
all the categories of plants and animals. The
deterioration is slow because each generation starts back at the base line set by the
genes in the chromosomes. Yet the base
line itself is lowered once in a while by mutation. When one of the genes mutates, the
new individual has a little crippling or a
little loss of vigor.
The second law of thermodynamics states
that energy tends to become scattered and
useless and disorder in structure tends to
increase. For instance , electricity , is changed
to light , the light is changed to heat which
radiates into the atmosphere until it becomes too diffused ever to perform work
again. The realm of living things is no exception to this physical law in the long run.
for growth takes place only during limited
periods. The Bible states the same general
tendency in Hebrews 1 : 11 . " . . . they all
shall wax old as doth a garment."
William J. Tinkle
Secretary
Creation Research Society
Eaton. Indiana

To myth or de-myth?
Dear Editors:
I have been reading the January , 1969 , issue
of MISSION and have decided to write to
you about some of your comments and the
two articles you mention in your statements
in "Round One. " ...
You state: " in our country we neither
need nor can tolerate government support
for religious views-in
this instance , a certain view of creation." But what you fail to
understand is that government is giving support to a view which does give "a certain
view of creation" based on presuppositions
about the cause of origins. The people in
Arkansas who were overruled by the Su[317} 29

prem e Court clea rly stat ed that they were
willing for the theory of evo lution to be
taught as a theo ry, but not as a fac t. Thi
view wa overruled by the Supr eme Court.
Th e fact th at you and the Supr me Court
may agree philosophic ally with the pr esupposition advanced by volutionists gives
neither you or the Supr eme Court the right
to force naturalistic presuppositions on my
children ( or the children of any oth er citizen) as "fa cts " by the use of state-supported
instructors and state-supplied text books.
You write: " While we may be ignoring
these problems presented by scientific developments , we are hung up on the evolution question. lt is on this question that we
perceive a threat to faith." And then you
compare denial of the theory of evolution
with the Catholic Church's denial of the
Copernicus theory of the solar system-as
if facts warranted making these denials
equal. You infer strongly that it i your belief that such denials of the evolution theory
arise from a false interpretation of the
Bible. You could have said: "When in
doubt , demyth the Bible " and expressed
your view ....
I want to say a few words about the
two articles you mention . . . You state
that the first article "discusses th e character
and intention of the Genesi s account in the
historical and cultural context of the ancient
Near East. " The author tells us that the
Jews got a creation account from the
Babylonians by demyth-ing the Babylonian
tales , and then the Jews wrot e their version which is the account given in Genesis.
He stretches languag e comparisons wildly ,
and it is hard to believe that he could
believe that the Genesis text could have
come from the mythology of the Babylonians which he presents. However , the
naturalist has to look for some explanation,
however absurd, in ord er to prese nt some
kind of alternative to divine inspiration of
the Genesis account. The Gen esis account
evolved from something lower-th at sounds
good to the naturali st. And you were obviously impr essed also , it would seem .
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The "Biochemical Viewpoint of Adaptiv e
Evolution " doe ~ a fanciful job of championing the same old so-called "mechanism s
of organic evo lution (mutation and natural
selection ) while claiming to "s ort out fact
from fancy and experiment al proof from
inductiv e dreaming ." . . . a " precursor cell"
is a necessity for the evolutionist's "biochemical viewpoint of adaptive evolution"
and it is a great emb arass ment to evolutionists. They have to admit that genetic
order could not hav e come about by chance ,
and the " precursor cell" is their fanciful
explanation for the existence of common
genetic orders
seen throughout
living
forms . ...
And the writer sums up his article by
what he calls a " logical extension" . . .
saying that "a daptive selection, that is, evolution , applies equally to all living creatures. "
This is what he has been working toward
the whole article, but only here does he
admit that he has ever given a thought to
anything but positive documented experimental proof. What he is saying is that man
is just a natural product of the "precursor
cell" as are all life forms. The "precursor
cell" had little time capsules which were
miraculously set to keep popping out of
other time capsules from the "Great Mother
Cell" until finally from out of the ape capsules th e homo sapien 's time came and his
capsule broke .
Talk about "Mother Religions! " These
evolutionists must have read about a Great
Mother Goddess whose womb was filled
with all life forms-and
this Great Mother
keeps having babies throughout all time.
How did the Great Mother come about? No
one knew. She existed as "God. " They evidently demythologicalized this tale to get
their theory about the " precursor cell. "
Probably in th e myth the Great Mother came
from a distance place to bless the earth. Undoubtedly , with proper research , a whole
book could be written on this . . .
A final thought: . . . Be cautious and
critical befor e accepting the one-sided presentation of evo lutionary theory as being
MISSION
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scientific. . . . Tw entieth century scientists
can only explain the basis of matter by
spe aking of abstract mathematical order and
a " will" behind physical reality. Nobel Prize
Winner Werner Heisenberg showed the view
wh en he stated: " Modern physics in the final
analy is has alr eady discredited the concept
of the truly real , so that it is at the very
starting point that the materialisic philsophy
must be modified ."
Dan Holland
Houston , Texas
EDITORIAL
NOTE: Neither Mr. Forshey ,
Dr. Bennett nor the editors of MISSION
subscribe to naturalistic materialism. The
suggestion that they are "naturalists " is a
fanciful job of inductive dreaming.

-RBW

The real issues?
Dear Editors:
The reality of the issues discussed by Roger
F. Anderson [F ebruary , 1969} exists only
in his mind , as is born e out by his inconsistent theology and naive understanding of
science and its methods.
Mr. Anderson asserts that the existence
of Adam must be accepted as factual and
historical. Yet he states that it is difficult
to determine the degree of literal interpretation to be applied to Adam 's creation and
the events leading to his expulsion from the
Garden. No fool-proof criterion is available
for differentiating between the figurative
and literal in the account of Adam .
Mr. Anderson's use of the second law of
thermodynamics betrays his lack of underAPRIL
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standing of certain aspects of it. He asserts
that the second law states that "things in
the universe proceed from the orderly to the
disorderly. ' However , in applying this to
evolution , he ignores a very important
point. The second law is applicable only to
a closed system , one in which there is no
matter or energy transferred
across its
boundary. Water , a less ordered state ,
freezes into ice , a more ordered state ;
since heat is evolved , an ice tray is not a
closed system , and the apparent violation of
the second law is resolved. Any system
which one defines for the process of evolution , whether it includes the entire earth
or is merely the confines of the cell wall
of an organism , will be an open system .
Hence , evolution cannot violate the second
law . . ..
Science in general and evolution in particular are not and cannot be concerned
with supernatural forces. Science by it very
nature deals only with the observable and
th e measurable. God , therefore , cannot and
must not be incorporated into the tools and
rul es of science. Con sequently , it is no
surprise that textbooks on evolution do not
include a chapt er on the Fall of Man. The
Christian then has nothing to fear from
evolution or any other theory of science , if
it be based on observations properly made.
The Christian who bases his faith either on
the proving or the disproving of cientific
theory achieves a faith which is made by
man and not by God.
Chuck Garner
Ross Dawkins
A us tin, Texas
[ 319 } 31
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From "God's Memorial Days" by Thomas H. Olbricht:
"God's memorials, in contrast with man's, guarantee certain aspects of
the future. God's memorials are grounded in the past ... but his memorials are not limited to the past. They point to the future because the
future is in God's hands."
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